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About KSI Strategic Institute
for Asia Pacific

KSI is an independent not-for-profit think tank
dedicated to improve socio-economic wellbeing
through the development of public policy ideas
through research, public interaction, and providing
insight. We provide policy advocacy, leadership
development and strategic planning to policy
makers and members of society.

Advisers

Board of Directors

Tan Sri Lee Kim Yew
Founder, Country Heights Group
and Mines Resort CIty

Chairman
Tan Sri Barry Goh

Tan Sri Francis Yeoh
Chairman, YTL Group
Tan Sri Lim Gait Tong
China-ASEAN Business Association (CABA)
and Farlim Group
Datuk Seri Mohd Iqbal Rawther
Chairman, Economic Club of Kuala Lumpur
and Vice Chairman, Malaysia-Japan
Economic Association
Prof Dato Seri Dr. Mike Chan
Chairman, European Wellness Group

Deputy Chairman
Tan Sri Majid Khan
President
Tan Sri Michael Yeoh
Executive Vice Chairman
Dato Dr. Vaseehar Hassan
Senior Executive Director
Dato Wei Chuan Beng
Director
Dato Dr. Jessie Tang
Legal Consultant

Dato Seri Howard Lee
Chairman, Ritamax Group

Peter Desmond Wee
Partner, Ismail Sabri Wee & Wong

Puan Chan Cheong
Group Managing Director,
Green Packat Berhad

International Adviser

Dato Peter Ng
Founder & Group CEO, USCI Group

Guna Mahalingam
Chairman Strategic Swiss Partners, Zurich
Business Development Adviser
Dato Jean Wong
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KSI 4Ks
Know-Ledge

KSI 4Ss
Stellar reputation

Know-How

Service excellence

Learning from world best
practices and real life
experiences.

Know-Who

Links to decision makers and
people who matters.

Know-When

Strategic advice on right timing
for product launching, seeking
high level appointments. Right
timing is a key success factor.

KSI CEO
Roundtable
KSI CEO Roundtable is a
high-level exclusive C-suite
membership program by
invitation only.

of our Board and management
team.
Commitment to service and
excellence.

Strategic insights

Gleamed from indepth analysis
and research.

Sustainability and
social responsibility

Commitment to sustainable
business practices and CSR.
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KSI’s Principals have collectively
over 100 years of experience in
providing strategic advice and
planning and executing high-level
events and programmes.

HIGH LEVEL
PROGRAMMES
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The National
Education
and Learning
Summit

Deep insights and trusted
reliable information.
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KSI provides the 4Is
Ideas, Information,
Insights and Interaction.

Our Services
• Policy Research and Studies
• Business Advisory and Investor
Services
• High Level Conferences and
Business Summits
• Forums and Roundtables
• CEO Peer Group Programmes

KSI’s Advisory services
include government
relations, economic
research, policy advocacy,
leadership development,
strategic planning and
business consultancy.

The Program aims to facilitate valuable, confidential, peer-to-peer advice
and networking among CEOs and invited C-Suites to facilitate sharing
of ideas, information and insights and experiences. Members will also be
provided with exclusive top-level briefings and intelligence on major global,
regional and national trends and key issues that will impact on business and
the operating environment.
Members will be invited to exclusive roundtables on a quarterly basis with
keynote speakers and dialogues with Cabinet Ministers, Senior Government
Officials and Thought Leaders. They will also be invited to participate in
high-level International Programs, World Forums and specially designed
visits to overseas countries.
Members will receive research papers, top executive briefs and analysis by
the KSI Team and its Panel of Advisors as well as Economic Updates by the
ECKL Economic Advisory Council.

Our Promise
Professionalism,
Integrity, Service
Excellence

The Programmes
• Provide platforms for the best minds to share their ideas
and insights and facilitating exchanges of best practices
and experiences.
• Brings together government, business and thought
leaders to discuss strategic issues of importance.
• Gather high level speakers from Government,
Management and Universities to share knowledge,
insights and foresights and to compile reports and submit
policy recommendations to Government.
• Organise high level closed-door dialogues with top
government ministers and senior officials.

KSI Dialogue initiatives play an important role in
enhancing Malaysia’s profile as an open, dynamic
and progressive nation, thus further attracting
collaboration opportunities that can benefit the
country and Rakyat.
Tan Sri Mohd Zuki
Chief Secretary to the Government
February 2020

Main Programmes
The Asia Economic and
Entrepreneurship Summit (AEES)
The Asia Economic and Entrepreneurship
Summit brings together Leaders, Thinkers
and Influencers from Government,
Business, Academic Institutions, Think
Tanks and Civil Society Organizations to
discuss and debate the future of Asia in
this new area of disruption and trade wars.
The Age of Disruption with the growing
impact of Artificial Intelligence, Robotics
and the Internet of Things will shape a
new future for Asia. Trade wars and rising
protectionism will also impact on the
competitiveness of nations. Asia also faces
non-traditional threats like cross-border
crimes, migrant smuggling, transboundary
diseases and national disasters.
The Asia Economic and Entrepreneurship
Summit will enable participants to feel
the pulse of Asia’s economy and the
tempo of development. It will also enable
participants to identify key risks, evaluate
new business and investment opportunities
and exchange views with eminent
personalities at the Summit.

The ASEAN Leadership and
Partnership Forum (ALPF)
The ASEAN Leadership and Partnership
Forum is a leading Forum that bring
together Leaders from Government,
Business, Think Tanks and Civil Society
to discuss and evaluate the strategic
challenges facing ASEAN and it’s immense
opportunities as one of the world’s most
robust regions with a combined GDP of
USD 2.3 trillion (making it collectively
the world’s 6th largest economy) with a
population of 620 million.
The Forum will update participants on
the major trends, key issues and business
and investments opportunities in ASEAN.
This high-level Forum will also discuss
how responsive ASEAN can be to Global
economic challenges and geo political
trends. It will also evaluate the progress of
ASEAN connectivity.

The World Ethics, Transparency
and Anti-Corruption Summit
(WETACS)
Ethics, integrity and transparency requires
no introduction. It has dominated the
debates for decades. Many companies
adopted their voluntary ethics and
integrity codes, parts of which later got
incorporated into regulations introduced
by governments. While UN and other
international bodies have provided
guidelines of behaviour, individuals and
groups are still debating and discussing

the ways and means to create an ethical
business environment. In spite of these
initiatives, discussions and debates on
corporate scandals still remain in the
“breaking news” section of the print and
online media. The cost of these scandals
has resulted in many corporations going
bankrupt.

Our initiative and
programmes have
been attracting
around 20,000
attendance over
the years. 

This World Ethics, Integrity & Transparency
Summit will examine the latest
developments in ethics, integrity and
compliance. It will be a platform for multistakeholders to work together to spread
awareness for creating a culture of integrity
& ethics, and sharing of best practices
that is much needed in today’s business
landscape in order to drive success.

The Global Chinese Economic and
Technology Summit (GCETS)
The Global Chinese Economic and
Technology Summit was founded by its
Patron, Tan Sri Lee Kim Yew and Organising
Chairman, Tan Sri Michael Yeoh 11 years ago
in Kuala Lumpur. Since then, the Summit
has been held in Chongqing, China, Hong
Kong, London, Macau, Melbourne, Kuala
Lumpur and Malacca in Malaysia.
The Summit aims to focus on the
importance of business as a driver of
sustainable economic growth and as
builders of bridges across communities,
nations and cultures. The partnership
between Government, Business, Think
Tanks and Scholars is a key priority for
the GCETS which provides a meeting of
minds for Entrepreneurs, Strategists and
Government Officials. it also promotes
entrepreneurship, smart partnerships, the
digital economy, connectivity and green
growth. It also aims to connect the East
and West and the Global Chinese Diaspora.

World Muslim Leadership Forum
(WMLF)
The World Muslim Leadership Forum
(WMLF) was established in 2010 to focus
on the importance of leadership in the
Muslim world, and to build bridges of
communication between the Muslim world
and the West. Since its inception in 2010,
WMLF has held biennial conferences which
have focused on the most pressing issues
affecting the Muslim community such as
radicalisation, Islamophobia, terrorism, civil
war and threats to the sustainability of
our planet. WMLF serves as a platform for
Muslim leaders of all ages to articulate their
thoughts and ideas on the future of the
Muslim world in the context of democracy,
governance and sustainable development,
with the aim of providing solutions to
current global issues and strengthening
Muslim leadership across all sectors.

PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAMME
If you are interested in
becoming an KSI Corporate
Sponsor, please contact
max@kasi.asia

I believe the World Chinese Economic Summit can contribute
positively towards the strengthening of relations between ASEAN
and China and the rest of the World. There is a lot we can learn from
one another. I wish to congratulate Tan Sri Lee Kim Yew, The KSI
Strategic Institute and their Co-organising and Strategic Partners for
this 2019 World Chinese Economic Summit.
Tun Dr. Mahathir Bin Mohamad
Former Prime Minister of Malaysia

KSI Initiatives
Global Muslim Business
and Investment Forum
(GMBIF)
World Women Business and
Economic Forum (WWBIF)
World Digital Economy and
Infotech Forum (WDEITF)
Global Business Leaders
Forum (GBLF)

The Economic Club
of Kuala Lumpur (ECKL)
The Economic Club of Kuala Lumpur (ECKL) was
formally registered with The Registrar of Societies on
31 May 2019. The Objectives of the ECKL are:
• To promote dialogue and discussion on economic
issues as well as social and developmental issues.
• To bring together business, academic and think tank
leaders to deliberate on national economic issues,
key trends and geopolitical matters.
• To commit to a free market and inclusive economy
align with sustainable development goals and
overall economic development and sustanability.
• To commit to the Country’s successful embrace
of the digital economy to achieve global
competitiveness, in a world driven by technological
change.
• To dedicate itself to a nation founded on the Federal
Constitution, based on its multi-racial society and
with no political objectives.
The club has 3 categories of membership: Corporate
or Institutional Members; Individual Members and
Associate Members. KSI is the Secretariat for the
ECKL, providing secretariat and administrative support
to the Club.
The Chairman of ECKL is Datuk Seri Haji Mohamed
Iqbal Rawther; Deputy Chairman is Tan Sri Michael Yeoh
and the Secretary General is Dato’ Mohd Radzi Latiff.
The Exco of ECKL includes Tan Sri Abdul Wahid Omar,
Ambassador Dato’ M. Supperamaniam, Tan Sri Rainer
Althoff, Datuk Wira Azhar Abdul Hamid, Mr. Goh Peng
Ooi, Dato’ Dr. Jennifer Low, Dato Maznah Abdul Jalil
and Mr. Jonathan Ong.

KSI Strategic Institute for
Asia Pacific and award-winning
AI company, MyFinB Group,
have jointly established
K.AI Research Lab
As part of a strategic initiative to help business, government and society stay ahead of the
curve with futures thinking research powered by artificial intelligence, KSI Strategic Institute
for Asia Pacific and award-winning AI company, MyFinB Group, have jointly established
K.AI Research Lab. The primary objective of K.AI Research Lab is to drive forward-looking
research and empower business leaders and policy makers to restore and strengthen the
Malaysian economy and industries.
K.AI helps to augment the capacity of policymakers to anticipate change in complex
sociopolitical and economic environments, fill up incomplete assumptions, and to uncover
gaps and inflexibilities in their organisations. Futures Thinking - when used with A.I-based
tools, plays an important role in provoking the status quo and traditional processes, and
encouraging policymakers out of their comfort zones. K.AI helps leaders to consider the
bigger systemic context beyond their immediate domains, and to activate the imagination
in a VUCA settings that affect both the individual and organisational levels.
K.AI helps to sensitise organisations to fundamental surprise by planning and channelling
resources for different futures through Scenario Planning, thus deepening their agility and
resilience so that the future can be understood with fewer material uncertainties.

KSI Strategic Institute for Asia Pacific
Mission, Vision and Objectives
KSI’s Services
• Policy Research and Studies
• Business Advisory Services
• High Level Forums
• Business Summits
• CEO Peer Groups
Purpose
• Building Better Nations
Positioning
• Thought Leadership with Impact
Plan
• Leverage networks and events
• Use technology pervasively

Products
• Thought Leadership Events
• Thought Leadership Reports
• Thought Leadership Networks

Management

Pillars
• Education
• Economics
• Politics and Governance
• International Affairs
• Healthcare

• Voon Zhen Yi, Research Director

• Caroline Cheong, Executive Director
& Chief Operating Officer
• Max Say, Executive Director &
Chief Partnership Officer
• Zaim Mohzani, Director of External Relations
• Jessica Hap, Senior Event Manager
& Senior PA to President
• Kamalaveni A/P Batumalay,
Conference Admin Manager
• Janet How, Admin & Trade Coordinator

People
• Knowledge Seeking Innovators
• Key Strategic Influencers
• Keeping Success Indefinitely

KINGSLEY ADVISORY &
STRATEGIC INITIATIVES SDN BHD201701042561 (1256734-T)
A-07-09, Plaza Mont Kiara, 2 Jalan Kiara, Mont Kiara
50480 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
T +603 6419 9698 F +603 6419 9883

• Mohd Radhi Puteh, Event Sales Manager
• Noor Syazwani Md Amin,
Conference Marketing & Partnership
Manager/Special Officer to President
• Zaiton Mamat, Admin Executive

Website www.kasi.asia
Facebook www.facebook.com/ksinsti
LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/company/ksinstitute
Twitter www.twitter.com/KSInsti
Instagram www.instagram.com/kingsleyinst
Enquiry info@kasi.asia

